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Goal:

The student wild learn the general

uses and precautioos,of common

portable electric tools.

0
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Performance Indicators:

The student will demonstrate an

understanding of the subject by

successfully, completing a Self

Self Assessment and a Post Assessment

'exam.
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f

, Without power tools of many kinds, today's skilled worker could not produce work

of the quality and quantity currently demanded in technical occupations. Not too

many years ago, the only portable electric tool regularly found.onthe job was the

electrit drill. Today, portable electric tools of many kinds are available, and

the apprentice is expected to learn early-in hiS career how to operate all such

tools used in his trade. This module describes someof the most Common portable

electric tools and gives information needed for their effective and safe use.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study Guide

To successfitilly complete this module, complete. the followingtasks in the order
listed. Check each one off as You complete it.

1. Read the Goal and Performance Indicators on the cover'of this.module.

- This will inform you of what you are expected to gain from completing

this module,and how yoU will demonstrate that knowledge. Read the

Introduction.section to understand why,this module is important.

02. Study the Information section of this module to acquire, the knowledge
..°.

necessary to complete the Self and Post Assessment exams.

3. Complete the Self Assessment exam and compare your answers with those

on the Self AssessMent Answer Sheet on the page immed4ately following

the exam. Re-gtudy or ask your instructor for help on any questiong

you have trouble with. The Self Assessment exam will help you determine

how well you are likely to do on the PostNssessment,

4: Zomplete th6-Post Assessment Rxam and turn your answers in to your

OM.

instructor. It is recommended that you score 90% obetter, on the
o

Post Assessment before going on to the next module.

4,, ,
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Information
°

PORTABLE ELECTRIC DRILLS

. ,

The portable
electric drill is the most versatile and probably the most often rise

power hand tool.
(See Fig. -49.) The more powerful tools of this type can be

used not only to 'drill
holes but

alto--with'6pecial bits and
attachments- -to sand,

polish,
countersink, §rind, hammer", stirs

nonflamMable paint, and drive screws.
With other

attachements, the drill.can
be converted tb a circular saw, a jigsaw or

a table
saw, but such

conversions are more
popular with the hobbyist

than with.the
production-minded industrial user; the latter will generally prefer to use a ppwer
tool

specifically designed or the job at hand.

Fig. E-49.
Portable electric drill

The 1/4 in. electric drill is generally a highspeed
tool intendfd

for relatively
light-duty

applications; the more
powerful but

lower-speed 3/8 in'. and 1/2 in
drills are used for

heavier jobs. The chuck speed specified by the power-tool
,

manufacturer is generally
the "no-load"

or free'-running
speed,. The' drill speed will

slow down
considerably. during the drilling operation.' If the job calls for, heavy

work, an electric drill must be
selecte0that has enough

power to turn the chuck ".
at

thedesired.speed without
overloading (and thus

overheating) the motor. .

5



A cordless drill that regUires no power connection is available; its poWer source
is a self-cohlained,

rechargeable battery. Unlike other portable electric tools,
the cordless drill need not be grounded for Safety. This,powey tool has obvious

.

advantages for working.on roofs, in wet locations,°or in other places where it is
difficult%or dangerous to run the cords of conventional electric drills.

PORTABLE ELECTRIC SAWS

Hand-operated saws still have many uses in the skilled
\
trades;'.however, portable

-electric saws, because of their versatility and high production capability, have
become the 'preferred types, particularly in the construction industry. The most
widely used portable electric saws are probably the electric handsaw and the sabre
saw.

THE ELECTRIC HANDSAW
4

Electric'handsaws (portable electric circular saws) are made ih sizes to accomodate
saw blades ranging in diameter from about 6 in. to about 9 in. The greater the
blade diameter,-the greater the maximum depth of 'cut of the saw. A saw with a'
6 1/2 in. blade will make a cut about 2-3/32 in. deep; a 7-1/4 in. .saw, a cut
about 2-7/16 in., deep. (See. Fig. E -5Q.)

- FEATURES OF ELECTRI HANDSAWS. Electric handsa s 'are used Primarily for cross-

,

. cutting and ripping wood, standard models being e uipped with a'combindtion wood-
cutting blade. Special ,types of blades are available for cutting nonferrous metals
and ceramics. The base of the saw may be raised or lowered to control the depth of

/ the cut, and most saws will make a bevel cut up to 459. The blade rotates counter-, .

-'-clockwise and cuts in the upward direction. The-upper'half of the blade is
shielded by a fixed guard; the lower half is shielded tiy a hinged or telescoping.
guard that opens as the blade is presented to tYle work and automatidally closes over
the' bade when the cut is completed.

'SAFETY AND THE ELECTRIC HANDSAW.

If timprorerfPused, the electric handsaw can'be the most'dangerous of all,portable
electric tools. Generaj instructions for the grounding'and

safe operation of all.,
portable eleCtric tools, including saws, are given elsewhere in this topic; however,
every mechanic should'also*observe

the following special, safetyrules whenever the
need arises for using an electric handsaw:

. Before connecting the-saw to the power source, be sure the saw blade is tight on

C



the arbor, all guards are .i1 place and in good
working order, and all

adjusting
devices for depth and angle of

cut are.secUrely
tightened at-the desired

settings. Never
make,adjustmehts tQ the saw without first

diiconnecting the
power cord fromthe outlet.

Insfict.the work before
beginning the cut to avoid

cutting into nails or other
dangerous

obstructions.

N6er reach
underneath the material being cut.

Stand to One side of the.cut.,

As soon as the cut
is completed,

release the switch. Wait until the blade stops

turning before setting the saw down.

a

Fig. E -50.
'Electric hanAaW

THE SABRE SAW
-;

The sabre saw is a
reciprgcating-blade saw; its blade

moves-up and down in cutting.

(See Fig. E-51.) The blade had a stroke of about 1 in., and 'Ois tip is pointed,
and_sharp s6 that it can start its own hold. Right- or left-hand bevel cuts, sharp

angles and
curvedcuts are practicable

with this
power tool.

Special saw blades.
,.<

are available
for cutting

materials other than wood.' The avergqe
cuttinTspeed of

*Fig. E-51. Sabre saw

sabre saws is about 3,800 strokes per Minute.

o
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PORTABLEIELECTRIC SANDERS

Three types of portable electric
sanders are .in wide''use:

the belt sander, theorbital sander and the disc-sander. (See Fig. E-52.) These power tools rame inweight from about 6 pounds to about 30 poundI; the weight of the tool can thereforebe a consideration if )he worker must support it for a long period in an awkward
_ -

position. Some types of poWer sariders are equipped with a bag, for collecting thedust produced during operation. This can be a desirable'feature.,
especially if thesander is to be used for prolonged-periods; it is. unpleasant and even unhealthfulto breath the dust resulting froM the sanding operation.

Of

4
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Fig. E-52. Portable electric nders
a
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THE BELT SANDER

The belt sander is most J.J'eful for sanding large, flat areas. The,sariding is done

in a straight line by a continuous belt that runs over a base plate at high speed.

When used'on wood, the sander should be directed with the grain. Beltsare avail-

able in several abrasive grades for rough to fine'sanding of wood, and'special,

belts are available for Materials.other than wood. BOt sanders are sized by the

width and length of, the belt:
o

THE ORBITAL ANDER

The orbital or finishing sander ha a rectangular, padded base plate to which a

piece of abrasive papen or cloth is attached by means ofclamps. The rotary motor

of the tool is geared to move the base pate rapidly in a limited_circular orbit,

and the plate oscillates--moves back and forth and from side.to'side--thousands

of times per minute as its lknds. The orbital sander can therefore be operated

either with Dr against the grain, and it can be used in small spaces and corners.

It is most useful for finish work.

THE DISC SANDER

The flexibility of its. rotary sanding.disC makes the portaple eleCtric'disc sande

better suited for sanding uneven or curved surfaces than a straight -line sander.

The disc is removable and can be replaced with attachments for wire'bxushing,

polishing, buffing and even drilling.

GROUNDING PORTABLE ELECTRIC TOOLS
_

Safety requires that portable electric tools mist be grounded when in use unless

they are(of.the cordless (battery-operated) type. An electrical system or

appliance is grounded when thOse metal parts of it that are not intended to carry

current--the frame and the housing, for instanceare connected .to the earth through,

some conductive.material, normally a grounding wire. The purpose of the grounding .'

conductor is to carry electric current harmlessly away if it should "leak" to the

metal case of the appliance or tool. Such leaks,- which are called fault currents,

retuR from, breakdown of the insuOtion..of the conductors .within the tool. When

a live, uninsulated conductor "shorts" to the frame or case of a power tool that

is not properly grounded',.the exposed metal parts of the tool also become

The tool thus presents aiserious:shock hazard to'the user, who risks being 'badly

burned or even killed .as a result of a heavy ,fault current flowing from the

defective tool through hts orher bodyto the earth: A correctly grounded'power
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tool gives the user his onher best protection against the hazard of severe,or even
.fatal electric shack. /

The shorting oflive'conductors with defective insulation to frames, housipg and:
other normally neutral metal parts can occur in any electrical sy?tem or device
but this defect-is most likely to:occur in portable Kuipment, which is often
subjected to hard use under adverte conditions. The felxible power cords.of
portable electric tools.are particularly vulnerabl9 to damage, Misuse or.abuse
of a power:stool or its cord can also 'add to the probability ,of early electrical
failure and resulting shock hazard.

1

THE GROUNDING,CONNECTION

To be effective, the grounding connection must be continuous, from the -housing or
frame of the toot through the tool's power cord and plug to the outlet box, and
thence through the wiring system to a metal pole oT water pipe-buried.in the earth.
In other words,-whenever a connection is made betvleerr any of the component parts 7
of a grounded electrical stem- -say an electric drill vld an extension cord or
the extension cord and the service outlet--the grounding wire of each unit in the
system must be connected to the grounding wire of the next unit.

GROUNDING CAPS'

Every new portable electric'tool is equipped with a power cord having an extra
conductor that serves'as`a grounding wire, and the cord is terminated with a

three-prong grounding cap or plug. The two shortei- blades -cif,the cap carry the
current. The, longer blade serves as the'grounding contact; itis connectgt-to
the'grounding4onductor in the powercord. The grounding blade is made longer
than the curr t-carrying blades so that it will be, the first to Take contact
when the cap is being plugged into the receptacle and the last to break contact
when the cap is being withdrawn. (See Fig. E-53.)

Many residences and workshops rare not equipped with outlets designed for three-
prong grounding caps; instead, they have the familiar two-slot receptacles.
Adapters are available to permit use of the three-prong grounding cap in a two -
slot outlet. Older power fools commonly were equipped with a Iwo-prong adapter
cap with a "pigtail" grounding wire like the one illustrated in Fig. E-53. The
user is expected to fasten the pigtail connector to th screw ihthe center of the
plate covering the outlet box, but this requirement is often'negiected. Even

.0

.



the user rememb6rs to fasten the pigeail "0 the plate,sCrew, there is no assurance
that the.appliance will be correctly grounded unless it is known that the house--
wiring system'is correctly rounded. In addition, this old-fashioned adapter cap
introduces a pew hazard: if the loose pigtail gets caught between the cap and the

receptacleand'touched the "live" blade of the` cap, the'entire housing-ofthe.tool
will then'be live and can then give,anyone who touches it a Severe or even ethal
shock. This type of cap is now banned by National Electrical Code and'abould be
replaced by an approved three-prong groling cap.

r' r` 'AP r :1}111'1'1 fi (,1(0)-N),Ira, C. \P WI if PI(, \\
SH' I h 'TPLACi* 1) WI 111 11i1IFE -PROW, CAP
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Fig. E-53. Grpunding caps'and adapters.

o

Anbther type of grounding -adapter, the adapter plug with pigtail shown in Fig.
E-53, is somewhat saTer than the adapter grounding cap because it can be properly
attached to the outlet befbre the power tool is plugged in. .Hgwever, the same
objectitons can be made to ft: it will not ground the appliance if the house wiring
system is not correctly, grounded and the pigtail might make accidental contact with
a live prong.

Still another grounding adapter has a long center screw that replaces the plate
screw in the outlet. -(See Fig. U53.) This adapter should provide a 'safe ground
connection if the house wiring system is correctly grounded. If the wiring system.
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isknown or suspected to be ungrounded, a sepahte wire -must be run from.the ground-,

ing terminal on the adapter to, a water pipe: A

'

The use of a grounding adapter of any kind'can only beAd;:tifiedon the .basis of
convenience.- For.safety"s sake, correctly grounded receptacles' designed for three-
prong grOunding caps should 1)e installed in place ofthe old two-sliI receptacles
by a competent electrician,

who should also be callbd upon to instal-0 three,prong-.
caps on power 'tools that do' not have them.. 'The...grounding prong should neVer dnder,
anrcircumstances be at off a threb7prong cap, for the donVenience of the moment.

,

EXTENSION CORDS
/

. Extension cords used with portable.electric tOols mdst'InClude a grounding conductor
-and grounding-type caps and connectors. All conductors must be of adeqUately

4.

heavy gage:wire: The required wire gage depends upon the length of the extension
cord and the current demand

of the power tools with -which it is '1:) be Used; the 0

greater the cord length and current demand, the heavier the conductor_ Extension .

cords should never be used as'voltages beyond their specified maximum. .Cords
should have molded-on caps and connectors of the "unbreakable" tyke to preclude, . .4%

any possibility of mistakes in their wiring. -Orilyecompetent electrican should i

be permitted to make up an extension cord on the.job or repair' existing cords or
connectors; if a wireyere to beimproperly connected in an'extension cord, a very
dangerous shock hazard could result.

PREVENTING ELECTRICAL OVERLOADS
-

'Correct receptacles and plugs, correctly installed,.serve not only to ground elec-
trical eclat -pment but also to prevent equipment rated,fWone voltage from befrig
connected to,a circuit of a different voltage.. To ensure against damagg to equip-

,

ment resulting from incorrect line voltage, the current-carrying 'blades of caps on
power cords of equipment rated for 125-volt service are so designed that they

.

cannot be plugged into-the slots of 250-volt, redertaeles,:connector
bodies or

motor base. (See Fig. E-54.) Also, cord caps fOr'equipMent.draWihg 20 amperes
will hot fit the slot of grounding receptacles rated for 15-ampere,service, and

_,,
,

so on.
.

. 0..

'Old- style T-slot receptacles that accept caps with eith6r paralleVor.tandem bfades
may still be encountered in some.locx6ons. (See Fig. E-55.) These are nowout-

.

.



is known or suspected to be ungrounded, a separate wire must.be run from the ground
ing terminal on the adapter to a water pipe.

The use of a grounding adapter of any kind can only be justified on the basis ofconvenience. For safety's
sake,..correctly grounded

receptacles deSigned f6r three-
pr0g grouriding

caps should be
installed it place of the did two-'slcA

receptacles
by dcompefent

electrician, who' should also be called upon to install
three-prong

caps On power/ tools that do not have them. The grounding prong should never underany circumstances, be cut off a three-prong cap for the
convenience of the moment.

7EXTENSION CORDS g

t'Extension cords used with portable
electric tools must include a grounding conductor

and grounding-type caps and connectors. All conductors must be of adequately
heavy gage wire. The required wire gage depends upon the length of the extensioncord and the current demand of the

power tools with which it, is to be used; the
greater the cord length-and

current demand, the heavier the conductor.
Extension

cords should never be used as voltages
their specified maximum. Cords

should have molded-on caps and connectors the
"unbreakable.type to precludeany possibility

of mistakes in their wfring.-
nly a competent electrican should

be permitted to make up an extension
cord on the job or repair

existing cords or
connectors; if a wire were to be improperly connected in an extension cotd, a verydangerous'shocktazrd could result.

PREVENTING
ELECtRICAL,OVERLOADS

Correct receptacles and plugs, correctly
installee,,serye not only to ground elecl

trical equipment but also to
prevent equipment'rated for one voltage from being

connected to a circuit of a different voltage. TQ ensure
against damage to equip-

ment resulting
from incorrect

line voltage, the current-
carrying blades of caps on

power cords of
equipment rated

for 125-volt'servtte
are so designed

that. they,
cannot be plugged into the slo-ff. ot250-volt receptacles,

connector%odies or
motor bases. (See Fig. E-54.) Also, cord caps for equipment

drawing 20 amperes
will not fit the slot of grounding recept4cles rated far

15-ampere service, and
so on.

Old-style T-slot receptacles that 'accept 4ps with either parallel or tandem blades
may still be encOuntereikin

some locations.
(See Fig. E-55.) These are now out-

4.)
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Jawed:and should be replaced by modern receptacle§ that have grounding terminals
and arq,keyed to prevent equipment from being plugged,into the'wrong circuit.

.

15A, 125V 20A,,125V
OSA, 125V

CAPS

15A, 125V 20A, 250V

RECEPTACLES

Fig. E-54. Some cap and receptacle types

%/r-- Fig. E-55. T-slot90
receptacle (now outlawed)

SAFETY WITH PORTABLE ELECTRIC TOOLS %-

Portable electric tools cart be dangerous in °th.@*11ands of operators who are careless
or inadequately trained in their use. Every apprentice should faithfully observe,
the following safety rules when operating such tools:

-.Keep your mind on your work; avoid distractions.

Be sure that line-powered tools are grPunded.

- Keep.a firm grip on the tool to retain control if it should catch in the, work.

- Be especially careful in wet locations, and never use electric tools where flam-
mable gases or vapors are present. Never use an electric drill to stir paint
containing flammable solvents or thinners.

- When you are not using thel:tool,
disconnect it. from the power supply. '

- Handle power tools with care; sharp blades, bits and other moving parts revolving
at great speed can inflict serious injury.

%Arrange power cords so that thepwill not become fouled in the wing parts of
the tool.' Keep cords away from oil, chemicals and hot surfaces, and never hang
them over nails or sharp-edged objects. Never leave cords lying'where they

.

might be ran over or otherwisepmaged or where they could present a stumbling.
hazard. Store power tools'in a clean, dry place with the cords loosely coiled

4.1'`,1



to protect the cord insulation.

- Never -wear loose clothing
when operating a portable electric tool or:any others. power machine.

- Wear safety goggles whenever the use of the power tool could result in theslightest danger to.the eyes.

a
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Self
A merit

. Read each statement and decide er it is true or false. Write T if the state-
ment is true; write F if the sta ement is false. 4

1. Portable electric drills are sized by the d'iameter.of the largest drillthat will fit the chuck.

2. The .rates speed of a portable electric drill is the speed in revolutionsper minute when drilling metal.
ff

3. The. cordless electric drill,offers a safety advantage for work 11n verywet locatioti..' -"
4. A portable circular saw'can be used with a special blade to cut non-. 'ferrous metals.

5.

6.

7.

8.

&portable circular saw cannot be used for making bevel tuts.

A receiprocating saw blade is one that moves upand down.

The sabre saw is designed for cuttigg wood only.

A belt sander can be used only for rough sanding.

9. A belt sander is a straight-line sander.

10. The disc of a disc sander oscillates at high speed:-.

11.* A portable electric drill with a self-contained
power source need notbe grounded.

12. The parts of a portable elect is tool that muskbe grounded are those,metallic components that are not intended to ca Fry current.

13. The correct power cord for use with A grounding c p is one having"anextra conductor in addition*to the current-carryi g donductors.

14. A grounding adapter is an adequate permanent subst to fora wired-ingrounding receptacle.

----------



SELF ASSESSMENT
ANSWER SHEET

1. *Ti_

2. F

3. T

4. T

5.. F

6. T

8. F
4.

'9. T

10. F

12. T
,J 1

13. T
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Listed below each
numbered it are fourvossible answers or

completing phrases.

- 4%

is
0

r,,

Decide which:of the foOr s co est, or most nearly
correct; then write the

.

corresponding letter,in the bl nk at the right of that item.
1.

The size of
a'portable.electric Liri 11 is

determined by the tools':
a.

horsepower
c. chuck capacity

b. voltage rating
d. weight2..

The maximum
depth of cut Of a portablt

electric circular saw is deter-

mined by the:

a.' blade diameter'b.
direction pf blade

rotationc. motor size
d. type of wood to be cut

3.
The portable

electrictoOl'best sditedjor cutting a large hole in a

sheet of
plywood is a(n):

a.
circular.saw

c.
rotary-blade saw

b: sabre saw
d. electric drill4. An

electrical tool is
grounded if:a. it is

connected to a
receptacle supplying the correct voltage for

the tool
b. its

noncurrent-carrying metal partsare
-electrically connected to

the earth
c. the nameplate of the Aool includes the

phrase,"factory
grounded

appliance"
)d. the blades of the plug are parallel

'5.- If a portable
electric tool44.th

a three-prong
grounding cap must be

connected to an
old-style two:.slot

receptacle, the worker
should:

a. cut off the
grounding pinb. install a new
receptaclec. tall a new capd." se a correctly
grounded adapter

18



6. The portable electric sander best suited for sanding curved surfacesis a(n) F,

a. orbital sander
c.. disc sanderb. belt sander
d. (straight -line sander

7. .An ungrounded portable electric tool is dangerous to use unless it is:
a. the cordless type
b. used only in dry work areas
c. used only where no flammable gases are presentd. designed for 230-volt operation

1A1/4 in. portable electric drill normally takes twist drills of whatdiameter?

a. 1/4 in. only
c. 1/8 in. to 1/4 in.b. up to 1/4 in.
d. 1/4 in. to 3/8 in.

9. ,The manufacturer's specified chuck sped for an electric drill isgenerallythe:

a. no-load speed
c. normal-load speedb. half-load speed d. full-load speed

10. Which one of the following must be done before any parts replacements oradjustments are attempted on a portable electric tool?
a. The tool must be cleaned.
b. The power cord must be unplugged.
c. The foreman Mutt be notified.

-d. The switdh on the tool,must be off.

1
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